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In accordance with the Company's articles of association and Document Cai

Kuai Zi 1995 [31] issued by the State Ministry of Finance, appropriation to

statutory surplus reserves, public welfare fund and discretionary surplus

reserves should be based on the accounts prepared in accordance with the

PRC accounting standards and regulations.  In accordance with the

Company's Articles of Association, profit distribution to shareholders should

be made on the lesser of the distributable profit calculated in accordance

with the PRC accounting standards and regulations and that calculated in

accordance with the accounting principles generally accepted in Hong Kong.

(s) Change of principal accounting policies and accounting estimates

The accounting policies should be changed when required by provisions of

relevant laws or accounting standards, or when the change of accounting

policies can provide more reliable and relevant accounting information for

the Group's and the Company's financial positions, results of operations and

cash flows.

Changes in accounting policies should be applied retrospectively unless the

cumulative impact arising from the change in accounting policies that relates

to prior years cannot be reasonably estimated, in which the changes should

be applied prospectively.

When there are uncertainties in operating activities which cannot be accurately

and properly measured but can only be estimated or when there are changes

in the basis of accounting estimates. As a result of new information obtained,

more experiences accumulated, or any other subsequent changes or

developments, the accounting estimates may need to be revised.

When the accounting estimates are revised, the revised accounting estimates

are used in the accounting for transactions or events incurred in current

period and future periods.

During the year, the Company and the Group had the following change in

the accounting estimate:
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(q) Taxation

The Group provides for enterprise income tax on the basis of its profit before

tax for financial reporting purposes, adjusted for income and expenses items

which are not assessable or deductible and all the available tax benefits, at

the applicable tax rates.

Enterprise income tax are accounted for using the tax liability method .

Deferred taxation is computed based on the timing differences between the

profit as computed for taxation purposes and profit as stated in the accounts

in the current period using the current taxation rate.  Deferred taxation is

provided for using the liability method.  Temporary timing difference is provided

at the prevailing tax rates and adjusted.

A deferred tax asset is not recognised unless the related benefits are expected

to crystallise in the foreseeable future.  Others are treated as permanent

timing differences during the period incurred.

(r) Profit appropriations

The Company's profit appropriations and dividend distribution schemes are

proposed by the board of directors and are submitted to the shareholders'

general meeting for approval.

Net profit of the Company is to be appropriated in the following sequence:

(1) set off against prior years' losses;

(2) transfer to statutory surplus reserves at 10% of current year net profit;

(3) transfer to public welfare fund at 10% of current year net profit;

(4) transfer to discretionary surplus reserves; and

(5) distribution of dividends.
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The subsidiaries' turnover, cost of sales and profit and loss account during

the year are included in the consolidated profit and loss account from the

effective date of acquisition and up to the effective date of disposal when

the Company has lost control in the subsidiaries.  Significant intra-group

balances, transactions and unrealised profits are eliminated on

consolidation.  Minority interests represent the interests of third party

shareholders outside the Group .

Significant differences arising from various accounting policies adopted by

the Company and the subsidiaries that have material impact to the Group's

accounts are adjusted in accordance to Company's accounting policies.

3. Taxation

(a) Profits tax

�� ��

Group Company

2002 2001 2002 2001

�� !"#$(i) 106,025,879 64,427,066 44,334,344 25,121,532

PRC Enterprise Income Tax (i)

�� !"(ii) 915,871 851,495 - -

Hong Kong profits tax (ii)

�� !"#$% - (2,386,271) - (2,386,271)

Deferred tax assets recognized

�� !"#$%(iii) 2,974,562 - 2,974,562 -

Write-back of deferred tax assets (iii)

�� 109,916,312 62,892,290 47,308,906 22,735,261

Total
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(i) PRC Enterprise Income Tax

PRC Enterprise Income Tax ("EIT") is provided on the assessable income

for the year calculated in accordance with the relevant regulations of the

PRC after considering all the available tax benefits and allowances.
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In 2002, the Group and the Company had reassessed the collectibility of the

accounts receivable balances and evaluated its operation development.

Based on the reassessment result, the percentage adopted in making general

doubtful debt provision were revised accordingly.  The general doubtful debt

provision made as a percentage of gross receivable balance before and

after the revision are as follows:

Before the revision:

Percentage of general doubtful

Aging debt provision based on aging

Less than one year 0% - 50%

One to less than two years 10% - 50%

Two to less than three years 10% - 50%

Over three years 100%

After the revision:

For balances which have been outstanding for one to two years and over two

years, a general provision of 50% and 100% is made, respectively, depending

on individual circumstances.

There was no material effect on the current year net profit arising from the

above change in accounting estimate.

(t) Basis of preparation of consolidated accounts

The consolidated accounts include the Company and its subsidiaries, and

are prepared based on the requirements of Caikuai [1995] No. 11 "the Interim

Articles on issuance of consolidated accounts" and related regulation

promulgated by the Ministry of Finance of the PRC.
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